
Board Questions:

● What happened in the past year? Refer to the "Findings" section below.
● Did we clear some accounts before changing policies? Yes, items billed for over 3 years

were removed from accounts in February 2023. Replacement charges were added to the
accounts, but no effort was made to retrieve these items.

● What happened to late fees and returned materials? Late fees on items returned before the
policy change were forgiven. We can't track if the policy change prompted the return of
items not yet returned.

● Did we eliminate late fees but keep replacement fees? Yes, replacement fees for overdue
items have always been in place and remain so, adjusting from a 4-week to a 3-week
overdue period with the new policy.

● Have we recovered any unreturned materials?We haven’t specifically tracked this since the
policy change. The process for recovering unreturned items hasn’t changed, just the
timeframe for an item being overdue.

● Are we actively pursuing current unreturned items? No.

Findings:

● After switching to a no-fine policy, we saw our income from fines/fees drop, but an increase
in cash donations. The overall income from fines, fees, and donations dropped by just 7%
year-over-year, which is a good sign.

● More books are reaching "billed" status faster since the policy change, possibly because
we're moving items to this status 25% quicker than before.

● It's unclear how many items remain missing from prior to COVID because we cleared out
long-overdue items in February 2023. We do however have a list of all books in the “billed”
status from the prior year.

● The number of items checked out and the average monthly users slowly increased, showing
a positive trend post-policy change.

Plans:

● We're updating our notices for overdue and billed items to make them clearer and more
engaging (adding colored branded graphics, and copy that makes policy much clearer).

● We're considering sending more frequent overdue notices:
○ Currently, it’s 1 overdue notice at 1 week and, a billed notice at 3 weeks. We’d add in

a week 2 overdue notice.
● We can make a push for more patrons to sign up for text alerts for overdue items.
● Direct emails could be sent to patrons with "billed" status items from the prior year,

informing them of the no-fine policy, and potentially encouraging item returns.
● Some libraries use collection agencies.
● A marketing campaign highlighting the no-fine policy could be created and added to our

monthly marketing campaigns and routine.



● We could manually call people given the possibility of email addresses no longer in use.
● We could create a better system for replacing ‘billed’ or long overdue popular items.

Notes:

● We deleted 3-year overdue items from the system on Feb. 2023. This means we can’t see
how many items remain in billed status before COVID in essence. We do however have a
record of those items.

● Our policy change happened in June 2023.






